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5. PHILANTROPY

MEET ILHAM ANSRIOU, ESG ANALYST, TALKING
ABOUT SPONSORSHIP AND PHILANTHROPY AT
KARTESIA
Could you please tell us about the philanthropy

the world with an increasing impact causing forest

program at Kartesia?

fires that many countries have experienced, Kartesia

In December 2017, Kartesia employees voted to
replace the year-end gift with a donation made to

donated to the firefighters of Spetses in Greece in
October 2021.

a project that benefited underprivileged children.

On top of that, Kartesia also donated in November

From then on, we decided to repeat this on an annual

2021 to Etoiles du Sol which helps underprivileged

basis, starting by donating at Christmas time and then

young people in the neighbourhoods in Paris by

donating to various causes throughout the year as well.

offering them educational workshops.

Kartesia values the corporate contribution to inspire

Another philanthropy action undertaken by Kartesia

and align employees to support the causes that matter

in December 2021 was the annual volunteering day.

most to them. Therefore, those causes are suggested

Each year a different office organized it. This year

by employees and must get the approval of the

the London office went to the Waterloo foodbank to

Managing Partners and the Head of CSR & ESG.

participate in the sorting of donations to be distributed

In addition to those annual donations, Kartesia has

to the neediest within the local community.

implemented several sponsorship and philanthropy

In 2022, Kartesia has renewed its sponsorship to

actions such as a long-term sponsorship of Institut

the AYA (Adolescents & Young Adults) department

Curie, Kartesia’s annual volunteering day and the

of Institut Curie in France, specifically treating

donation of furniture and refurbished smartphones to

adolescents and young adults with cancer. Kartesia

non-profit causes benefitting people in need.

Brussels also recycled unused desktop phones by

What were the donations of this year? How did you
select those causes?

donating them to BXLRefugees (a non-profit supporting
refugees in Brussels and Europe), but also to Maison
d’Enfants Reine Marie Henriette (an orphanage based

To start with, to show its support for the fight against
climate change which has caused disasters all over

in Brussels).
Finally, following the recent events in Ukraine, Kartesia
wanted to show its support by donating to three
different associations chosen by the employees, namely
Red Cross, SOS Children’s Villages and UNICEF, all to
support their efforts in providing humanitarian aid to
the Ukrainian people.
Kartesia is committed to making a meaningful
difference in the world from a social and environmental
perspective and this is reflected in spontaneous
donations to various causes related to events that
occur throughout the year. By involving employees in
these causes, Kartesia raises awareness and reinforces

5. Philanthropy

its values. Our latest example is our Brussels team who
ran the 20km of Brussels for the benefit of Make a Wish
South Belgium in May 2022.
Ilham Ansriou, ESG Analyst
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5. PHILANTROPY

FIREFIGHTERS OF SPETSES
From early August 2021, Greece experienced multiple
wildfires, after a historic heatwave for the country,
with authorities having to evacuate several villages and
towns. Nearly 130,000 hectares of forest and arable
land have been burnt, nearly ten times the size of
affected areas in the three previous years. The World
Meteorological Organization connected the fires with
the regional heatwave and wildfire season made worse

5. PHILANTROPY

ETOILES DU SOL
by climate change.
To demonstrate our support to the Greek firemen in
their battle against the devastating wildfires in Attica,
Evia and Peloponnese, as the Kartesia team had
their annual offsite seminar in Spetses, Greece, we
decided to make a 10.000 euros donation to the local
firefighters.

As part of our annual engagement with non-profit

years. This festival is an annual flagship event for the

organisations, Kartesia France has decided to donate

children and all inhabitants of the area.

this year to Etoiles du Sol, a young organisation active
in the northern areas and suburbs of Paris, created by
two former volunteers of ATD Quart Monde. Today the
organisation is part of the collective Les Ateliers de Rue
and gathers around 30 volunteers.
Etoiles du Sol offers free weekly activities every
Wednesday afternoon for children aged 4 to 12/15,
in underprivileged areas of Paris where extracurriculum activities are limited. Such activities

INSTITUT CURIE
Last year, Kartesia became a financial sponsor for

of 21 patients. Over the same period, 89 physical

the AYA (Adolescents & Young Adults) department of

exercises workshops took place, gathering 44 patients.

constitute educational activities, such as games, dance

In parallel, the organisation is launching a community
library every Saturday and is developing additional
projects including academic and educational support,
as well as coffee meetings for the single mothers.
The whole of Kartesia, but particularly those based in
the Paris office, is proud to support Etoiles du Sol in
their development and wishes the best to all volunteers
of the organisation and all the children benefiting from
their action!

classes, book readings, treasure hunts and scientific

For more information or to donate, please visit

experiences. Etoiles du Sol volunteers maintain a

www.etoilesdusol.com or contact

The music workshop, run by professional musicians

steady presence in two locations every Wednesday

etoilesdusol18@gmail.com

Created by Marie Curie in 1909, Institut Curie is a

from outside the Institut, offers the opportunity to

around these activities, open to all children, gathering

public charitable foundation composed of a research

mix, produce and listen to new styles of music. These

around 20 kids per activity each week.

centre on cell biology and oncology combined with a

workshops allow patients some relief from the day-

state-of-the-art hospital specialised in the treatment

to-day difficulties of treatment and the program has

of cancer. Institut Curie was a pioneer in several new

helped to improve the quality of life of the young

treatments for cancer in the last decades and today, it

patients of Institut Curie.

Institut Curie for a specified period of three years.

is a leading centre for the care of teenagers and young
adults impacted by cancer.

department of Institut Curie is one of only 3 dedicated

physical activities are adapted to the participants.

units in France specifically treating adolescents and

It can be muscle-strengthening, stretching, boxing,

young adults with cancer. They pay particular attention

basketball, darts or table football.

cancer is often described as a “double punishment”.
The AYA team is made up of about fifteen people
(working mostly part time with AYA) with different roles
(doctors, nurses, social workers, youth coordinator,
psychologists, etc.).

gathering all other organisations of the area, and
historically hosted by ATD Quart-Monde for the past 6

handle better the secondary effects of their treatments
and to reduce the risk of relapse after treatment. The

midst of identity building, dealing with the effects of

week of activities and events in July for these children,

The physical exercise workshops allow the patient to

Indeed, the AYA (Adolescents & Young Adults)

to the 15-25 age group. For these young people in the

This year, Etoiles du Sol will also be in charge of a full

Kartesia is very proud to be one of the financial
sponsors of AYA.
If you would like to join Kartesia and become a financial
sponsor of the AYA unit of the Institut Curie, please
contact Veronique Fabreges, Head of Philanthropy, at
veronique.fabreges@curie.fr

In 2021, Kartesia financed the program of activities
offered all year long by the AYA unit to the young
patients. In the unit, they are keen on encouraging
social interaction and participation in fun group
activities so that patients can take breaks from periods
of isolation in their hospital rooms. Thanks to the
support of Kartesia, the AYA department organizes
weekly music and physical exercise workshops. In 2021,
49 music workshops were organized for the benefit
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